The children increased their social and creative
skills, and developed their confidence and selfesteem. Feedback has been extremely positive
and users and parents are looking forward to our
upcoming Easter project.
The grant went towards costs of premises, cleaning, materials, refreshments, trips, sports, salaries for the Co-ordinators, Play workers and staff
members, as well as gifts for the 70 youth volunteers who greatly benefited from the experience.
The funding ensured that the play scheme ran
smoothly with exciting activities to keep the
children lively and in high spirits! We thank you
for joining us in giving the children opportunities
which they otherwise would not have had.

Youth volunteers performing their welcome
social on stage to an animated and excited
audience.

Shoshanim Joyful
Winter Playscheme ‘17

Feedback:
Staff, parents and children filled in surveys on how they felt
the project went, what they would like to see next time and
any other comments or suggestions. Photos were taken
during all events and samples of crafts were kept for records. All surveys were filed and evaluated to ensure we
offer the services needed by the beneficiaries.
Mrs L Herz commented "Libby had an amazing time. She
loved every minute and thrived!!”
One Youth worker commented from a 7 yr old child: “the
only thing I don’t like about playscheme is that it comes to
an end!”
Mrs F Sprung “Just wanted to thank you so much for the
wonderful time you gave Goldy in Shoshanim –she gained
so much and the message of always caring and sharing
together with all the beautiful traits that you teach & inspire
her with, will remain with her. As for the amazing crafts,
each was a masterpiece. And she loved the swimming too!
The hard work and attention to every detail is evident and
makes S Pinter Youth Project a cut above the rest.
Thanks!”

You enabled 100’s of children to have new
opportunities and memorable
memories, as well as allowing them to
develop during their
Winter holidays.
This enabled them to return refreshed and
invigorated for the new School Term.
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Bracha, our “special”office nurse, suggested having a mock wedding and chose to be the bride!
She had the time of her life being the centre of
attention as part of the mock wedding!
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We are delighted to share with you
about our Winter ’Joyful’ Experiences
which your support made possible! It
catered for 550 socially isolated and financially disadvantaged children and
young people from Hackney & Haringey,
including children and youth volunteers
with moderate to severe special needs /
disabilities. We ran at 153 Stamford
Hill. The project was run by 45 dedicated staff members and 70 Youth volunteers who gave of their time to assist in
the design, planning and running of the
project. The theme brought joy, warmth
and unity to everyone! We experienced
the joys of everyday living and friendship and toghetherness through
song/dance/drama & crafts workshops,

Grand mock wedding/ Social – We broke out Colour War this time with
the grand entrance of our bride for the wedding. The classes were divided
into separate teams, named with 4 different expressions of joy. They prepared cheer songs, a small costume for themselves to wear later at the
wedding feast, and a gift presentation for the bride. The CAYP then returned to their respective classes to prepare their presentation.

Day Trip to soft plays and trampoline
Parks: Over 600 CAYP had the most thrilling
day letting off steam jumping and ‘having a ball’
at their respective trampoline parks or soft
plays.
Swimming: The older YP had a fun morning at
the Local Leisure Centre. They each had a time
slot at the leisure swimming pool and they all
came home refreshed after having a splashing
time!

The younger girls then came down for their breakout of colour war. They
had time to decorate their own headpieces for the wedding and had turns
standing near the bride to have pictures taken. They returned to their classes for lunch and got served a wedding feast in their own classrooms.

Physical Activities: The children
had loads of fun with our new collection of sports fun including unicycles,
balance cushions, boards on wheels,
Stamp abouts, stilts, hoops, pogo
sticks, juggling scarves and lots
more. Also MP3’s with speakers for
every group. It kept them happy,
active, fit and healthy. The new
sports equipment was funded by The
President Club. It made a world of a
difference and CAYP loved it!

Case study: M.D is struggling academically and socially—she attended as a youth volunteer and excelled. She
loved giving and organising and felt so good to finally succeed in some area. She made friends and had a fabulous
holiday experience. Her mother could not believe that she
got a lovely gift at the end as well, as in her words “I have
never seen her so happy. Thank you!”

Young People with
special needs /disabilities: They were fully
integrated into all
programmes with 1:1 carers. They contributed and
made new friends. SPYP
prides itself in being a welcoming, non-judgmental
environment and we are
delighted that this feeling
has filtered through to the
CAYP and it was moving to
note how warmly they welcomed their disabled

The older girls now returned for the main wedding where they got served a
real meal consisting of fruit punch, breaded chicken, chips and ice cream.
The tables were laid out and food served by our team of helpful youth
volunteers. The YP then cleared the tables and with music playing, they all
participated in a happy dance! There was lots of happy singing and acting
performances by the eager participants all alongside the rhythmic music
getting everyone into high spirits!!
We had some youth volunteers teach the CAYP the theme song all about
joy and being happy and making others happy with actions. All in all there
was lots of happy, singing children!
The programme was packed with lots of fun, incorporated lots of
knowledge, new experiences and emphasised on the importance of healthy
eating and physical activities. The ethos was on friendship, unity and inclusivity.

Creative skills: The CAYP really developed their skills this time
with our workshop/ stalls day where the girls decorated and personalised their own wooden pencil case, pencil crayons, rubber,
sharpener and keyring, all in the theme of the Playscheme about
caring.
Our main craft this time was a “build a bear workshop” where the
girls stuffed, stitched their own teddy bears and then coloured a t
shirt designed to the theme of the playscheme. The bear kit came
complete with their own birth certificate which the CAYP personalised their own teddy’s name and certificate.
Youth Volunteering Programme: The 70 youth volunteers
assisted in planning and designing the project. During the
project they were staff assistants, did admin and office work
and ran communal projects as well as introduced the motto
with musical movement. They helped set up and serve on the
day of our main social. The success of the play scheme was
due to their dedication. They gained invaluable work experience, developed social skills and learnt how to work with
each other and the children as a team. This boosted their selfconfidence, instilled a sense of responsibility for their community, as well as enhanced their CV’s. The children increased
their social and creative skills, and developed their confidence
and self esteem. Feedback has been tremendous and users
and parents are looking forward to our upcoming Easter
project.
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